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Introduction:
The International Mining Industry uses giant dump trucks running on giant Offthe-Road-Tires (OTR) to carry payloads of up to 350 tons.
33.00R51 OTR Tires on CAT 785C

There are two major operational costs for a mining operation:
Fuel and Tires for the Vehicles.
Premature tire removals increase operational costs due to the vehicle downtime
loss of productivity and due to tire replacement costs.
Overheating associated with operating stresses that exceed the tire’s
capability causes tire internal component separations. Tire overheating is
generally a leading cause of early tire removals.

The Tire and Mining Industry addresses the tire overheating issue with a tire
temperature and performance index system called “Ton-Mile-Per-Hour” or
TMPH.
The Vehicle’s TMPH is its average load multiplied by it’s average speed during a
round-trip work-cycle from the ore source to the ore processing station. The
dump truck load is distributed over its six giant OTR tires.
The Tire’s TMPH rating is limited by the tire’s maximum operating temperature.
The tire’s deflection and speed acting on the tires specific tread rubber, tread
design, and tread thickness generate a tire’s internal heat. Tire flex and
compression generate heat in rubber compounds.
Tire deflection is a function of its load, its inflation, and the contour of the
tire’s contact surface. Tire deflection stresses and temperatures at the same
load and inflation are greater when contacting a curved test Wheel surface,
than when contacting a flat Road surface. Therefore, tire test wheel
temperature generation is greater and the tire wheel TMPH index is lower on
test wheels compared to vehicle TMPH and temperature.
Matching the tire’s TMPH index to the vehicle’s TMPH service index prevents
tire overheating in service and avoids early tire removal and vehicle downtime.
Tire TMPH indexes are usually published by each manufacturer for each
different OTR tire by size, type, and design.
Objective and Experimental Design:
Predict giant tire TMPH Road (Field) Index using only Wheel test results to
replace more expensive test track measurements. Realize a competitive cost
savings.
Whenever a computer model can replace actual tire testing, a significant
and enduring cost savings is realized.

OTR Tire Test Wheel

A Paired Design Experiment was used to collect data for modeling Wheel and
Road TMPH test results. A Paired Designs blocks most of the uncontrolled
experimental variation due to the tire; reduces regression model error; and the
paired design is usually simple implement in industrial settings. The increased
statistical power of a Paired Design is ideal when studying Giant OTR Tires
because the number of experimental samples is small due to tire cost and
testing expense.
Paired Design experiments increase the power of statistics to find significant
regressors in a model. A Paired Design is similar in power to a “One Sample
Mean” type of comparison. The Mean to be tested is the difference between
the Flat Road and Curved Wheel OTR tire test measurements for the
Temperature and TMPH variables.
Each giant Off-the-Road (OTR) tire was tested both on a Vehicle at a road test
track and again on a test Wheel. Tire TMPH, Maximum Internal Temperature,
and the Ambient Air Temperature where measured for both the Wheel and the
Vehicle testing. The same tire tested at a hotter ambient will run hotter and
when tested in a cooler ambient will run cooler. An ambient correction factor
adjusts tire temperature measurements equivalent to a 100F environment.

The Paired Design Experimental Data Table (sample):

Data Table:
The Data Table rows contain 60 Test Runs performed across the 15 individual
tires. Tires were tested at the same Load and Inflation pressures on both
Wheel and Road test phases of the experiment. This data table contains a single
tire Brand and three different tire Sizes and Designs.
Each Row in the table is a test run and represents about 50 test hours (3000
Total). These 60 Rows of test runs required about 3 years to complete. The
cost for tires and testing represents about $4M.
Explore the data:

Tabulate: Tire Sizes and Designs

Tabulate: Wheel and Field MPH and Tire Temperature

Tabulate: Wheel and Field: Ambient DegF

Check the data for Logical Inconsistencies:
Tire Temperatures should increase uniformly as speed increases.
Bivariate: Wheel DegF vs. MPH grouped by TireID
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Dilemma:
It is not feasible to expect to accurately model and predict tire TMPH for
other Tire Brands from only these 15 tires. Alternatively, even a small random
OTR tire sampling and testing program across all OTR tire manufacturers would
mean huge expense and would still involve extrapolation of predictions beyond
the range of the sampled data.
Could a model be developed using this limited data that could be useful for
other tire Sizes, Designs, Rubber Compounds, and Brands?
Aha!:

Lets model the Relative Percent Change (Δ%), from the tire’s baseline wheel
test temperature and TMPH to the tires road temperature and TMPH, rather
than attempting to predict actual tire Temperatures and TMPH.
Assume the curved wheel surface deflection effect on tire Temperature and
TMPH is similar for all tires regardless of Brand, Size, and Design.
This approach has an additional appeal, since tire parameters that affect tire
heat generation like tread designs, tread thickness, and tread compounds evolve
over time to meet changing vehicle and mining needs.
Any model that predicted actual tire TMPH based on current tire tread
materials and features would eventually become obsolete due to tire
manufacturer’s changes over time.
Prepare the Data for Δ% Regression Modeling:
Create new columns
Adjust Tire Temperatures based on Ambient Temperature Conditions.
Apply the Ambient Temperature Correction (AC) formula to the tire
internal temperatures:

Calculate Wheel DegF_AC and Field DegF_AC
= IF (DegF <= 100.4, THEN DegF + 0.6 * (100.4 - DegF),
ELSE DegF - 0.6 * (DegF - 100.4))

Calculate Relative Changes between wheel and field measurements:

(Field – Wheel)
Δ% DegF
Δ% MPH
Δ% TMPH

Δ% = ((:Field - :Wheel) / :Field ) * 100
New Data Table Columns:

Δ%

Fit
•
•
•

Regression Model Strategy:
Fit Model: Choose Regressors:
Save Residuals to DT
Control Chart: IR: Residuals
• Outlier Signals: Select: Exclude/Hide
• Multivariate: Mahalanobis Distance: Residuals
• Select Outliers or Save Mahalanobis Distance to
DT and use the Data Filter to select Outliers.
• Selected Outliers: Exclude/Hide
• Re-Fit Model: Save Prediction Formula
• Marginal Plots

Apply the Fit Model Strategies to Model#1:
Fit Model: Y=Δ% DegF and Δ%TMPH and Model Effects=Wheel DegF AC.

Fit Model#1: Choose Regressors:
Y: Δ% DegF è X: Wheel DegF AC
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Y: Δ% TMPH è X: Wheel DegF AC
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Δ% TMPH Predicted P<.0001
RSq=0.61 RMSE=11.676

Significant Δ%TMPH Model, Poor Fit
Use the option to Save Columns: Residuals, to the data table and explore the
residuals using the JMP Control Chart and Multivariate platforms.

Control Chart: IR: Plot Residuals
There are no Control Chart Signals outside the limits (red line), indicating that
the residuals are model error, however note that the UCL & LCL Limits, were
very wide. No Outliers are detected.
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Multivariate Residuals: Mahalanobis Distance
Multivariate Mahalanobis analysis of the residuals indicates 3 outliers. Outlier
removal made only small improvements to the model. There is no interest in
removing these Outliers from this model.

Marginal Plots
Marginal Plots is a JMP Add-In Platform that is used to provide another guide
to the goodness of the model fit. A given predictor’s marginal model plot shows
two curves on the same set of axes. Shown as a solid line is a locally smoothed
curve of the response vs. the predictor and shown as a dashed line is a locally
smoothed curve of the fitted values vs. the predictor.

R^2 =.61

R^2 = .75

Prediction Profiler
The Prediction Profiler is the JMP dynamic graphical embodiment of the
regression model. A model static snapshot below shows the predicted Δ%
change in tire temperature from wheel to road conditions, as a function of the
tire temperature measured on the test wheel (-15%) and as a function of the
predicted Δ% change in tire TMPH from wheel to road conditions, also as a
function of the tire temperature measured on the test wheel (+31.6%). The
selected 230F tire wheel temperature and the approximant error at the
selected 230F is shown below. Prediction variation is minimal when wheel
temperatures are measured between 220-240F.
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Regression Model#1 Discussion
A positive aspect of Model #1 is that only a single model effect, Wheel
DegC_AC, is the predictor and the tire temperature on the wheel test is easily
measured. However, the Δ%TMPH regression fit is poor and the prediction
error for Δ%TMPH is ± 4%. The Marginal Plots are acceptable and the
practical question for a tire expert is, “Could this model be useful, despite the
large ±4% prediction error?”

Apply the Fit Model Strategies to Model#2:
Fit Model where Y = Δ%TMPH and Model Effects=Wheel DegF_AC, Wheel
TMPH, and Δ% DegF. Use the option to Save Columns: Residuals to data table
and explore the residuals using the Control Chart and Multivariate platforms.

Fit Model#2: Choose Regressors:
Y: Δ%TMPH è X: (Wheel DegF_AC, Δ% DegF AC, and Wheel TMPH)

Outliers Included

Δ%TMPH Fit is Significant with a good Fit=92.

Outliers Excluded

Improved Δ%TMPH Fit = 94, with reduced RMSE
Control Chart: IR: Plot Residuals
There are no Control Chart Signals, indicating that the residuals are model
error, and the Limits, UCL & LCL, are much narrower by a factor of 3 compared
to Model #1, indicating a smaller error term and improved predictability.

Multivariate Residuals: Mahalanobis Distance
Multivariate Mahalanobis analysis indicated 5 outliers and their removal made a
small, but a significant improvement to the model. The Fit and Profile
Predictions are shown with and without Outliers.

Marginal Plots

Prediction Profiler
The Prediction Profiler is the JMP dynamic graphical embodiment of the
regression model. The static snapshot below shows the predicted Δ% change in
TMPH from wheel to road conditions, as a function of the tire temperature
measured on the test wheel (+31.5%). The selected 230F tire wheel
temperature and the approximant error at the selected 230F is shown below.

The Wheel TMPH parameter below is not a significant regressor to predict the
mean Δ%TMPH, but it is included here to show that it does affect the
prediction error variation.

~±1.7%

Outliers are Removed and Prediction Error is now ~ ±1.7%
Regression Model#2 Discussion
The positive aspects of Model #2 includes a much better fit, Δ%TMPH=94
with a predictive error of ±1.7%. However, an estimate of the Δ%DegF is
required as input to this model. Estimating Δ% DegC correctly is critical to
avoid tire overheating in service or to avoid exceeding manufacturer policy.
The estimate of Δ%DegF from Wheel to Road conditions could be estimated by
Model#1 or estimated from measurements and experience in the field. The
Model Effect of Wheel TMPH is not significant for the model, but it does
affect the variation in the predictive error for Δ%TMPH, and was included to
show this effect. The Marginal Plots are acceptable.

Handling Outliers
Find Outliers:
Model Residuals Analysis in Control Chart and Multivariate platforms.
Check Outlier values with data collectors and subject experts.
Check for Outlier value Typos in Raw Data.
Check for Logical Inconsistencies in the expected parameter
relationships.
• Compare Excluded Outliers model with original model to access impact
on Fit and Prediction Value and associated Error.
• Re-Run Control Chart/Multivariate on Excluded Outliers Model.
• Make informed decision on Outlier Exclusion based on knowledge of the
subject, the measurements, and the prediction accuracy required.
•
•
•
•
•

Summary
The OTR Tire and Mining Industry TMPH performance index background was
described. An opportunity was presented to apply regression modeling to a real
world, industrial, tire testing situation, with a potential to save considerable
expense by modeling and predicting Giant OTR Tire heat performance for a
Vehicle on the road service from Wheel test results using a regression model.
A paired design experiment was described, comparing tire TMPH and
Temperature performance when tested on both a flat road surface and a curved
surface test wheel.
The dataset is small, expensive, and required a paradigm shift to model the
percent change (Δ%) in TMPH from Wheel to Road. The paradigms shift to Δ%
parameters provided a more generally applicable model to predict tires TMPH on
vehicles with the assumption that the test wheel curvature effect is constant
across the large OTR tires.
In the process of developing these regression models, strategies for data
exploration, outlier detection, and diagnostics were described and
demonstrated.

Two regression models were described. Model #2 allowed a flexible approach,
to use experience and any current tire temperature data measured in the field
to better estimate the Δ%DegF input to the model. This approach can make a
practical improvement to the Δ%TMPH prediction mean and the prediction
error.
The maximum operating temperatures of a tire is dependent on intrinsic tire
properties. The maximum tire operating temperature is usually imprecisely
known for any given tire.
Model #2 provides the opportunity to modify estimates of Δ%DegF, from
Wheel to Road, based on experience, on policy, or on current tire temperature
measurements on vehicles in the field and thereby provide a more accurate
prediction of TMPH.
Conclusions
These regression Models can usefully predict OTR tire Road TMPH
performance in the field from Wheel TMPH test results.
OTR TMPH testing cost can be substantially reduced.

